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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we deal with the following quasi-equilibrium problem: given a nonempty 
subset C of a topological vector space X, a nonempty set D, two functions T : C --* D, f : X × D --* R 
and a multifunction S : C --* 2 X, find ~ E X such that 
eC,  ~ES(~) and f(~,T~) <f(x,T~c) for al lxeS(~).  
Such a problem, recently introduced in [1], extends and unifies everal variational inequality problems, 
generalized complementarity problems and Nash equilibrium problems. We prove several existence 
results in which the upper semicontinuity ofthe multifunction S is not assumed. 
Keywords--Quasi-equil ibrium problems, Lower semicontinuity, Fixed points, Quasi-variational 
inequalities, Open lower sections. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a nonempty subset C of R n and a function g : C --* R ~, the classical variational inequality 
problem associated with C and g is to find ~ E C such that 
(g(&), & - x) < 0 for all x e C, (1) 
where ( . , .  ) is the usual inner product of R n which induces the Euclidean norm II " II. 
Since the variational inequality problem has been introduced in the seminal paper [2], it has 
been extensively studied both in finite- and infinite-dimensional settings, and a considerable num- 
ber of extensions and generalizations of the original problem (1) have been considered, because of 
the wide range of applications including economics, game theory, network equilibrium problems, 
complementarity problems, optimization problems, and so on (see, for instance, [2-39] and the 
references therein). 
In this paper, we axe interested in the following extension of problem (1), the so-called quasi- 
equilibrium problem, which was very recently introduced in [1]: given a nonempty subset C of R n, 
a nonempty set D, two functions T : C --* D, f : R ~ × D --* R and a multifunction S : C --* 2 R~ , 
find ~ E R n such that  
EC ,  ~ES(~)  and f(~,,T~)<_f(x,T~) for a l l xES(~)  (2) 
(for simplicity of notation, we use Tx instead of T(x)). We note that problem (2) extends the 
quasi-variational inequality problem (D = R n, f(x, y) = (x, y); see [4,14]), the general variational 
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inequality problem (D -- R '~, S(x) - C and f (x ,y )  = (g(x),y), where g : C --* R '~ is a single- 
valued map; see [32,36]), as well as several special cases of the generalized quasi-variational 
inequality problem introduced in [33] (see also [24,25,30]). 
We recall that if I = {1,.. .  ,k)  is a set of k players, each with his strategy set Xi C_ I:t m,, 
his strategy vector xi E Xi, his utility function ui : 1-]iel Xi --* R and his constraint multi- 
function Fi : [IjeI,j#i Xj  --~ 2 X', then a generalized Nash equilibrium for the generalized game 
(Xi,  ui, Fi) ie i  is a point & = (~1,. . . ,  xk) E 1-I~eI Xi such that for each i E I one has 
x ieF i (~- i )  and ui (~,~-s)  = max us(vi,&-s), 
v, Er~(~_~) 
where x- i  denotes the vector x E 1-]sEI Xs without its i th subvector x~. It is known (see, for in- 
stance, [40]) that the generalized game {Xi, ui, F~ )~ei has an equilibrium if and only if problem (2) 
has a solution, with C = YLei x i ,  S(x) = I-Les Fi(x_s), Tx = z and f (z ,  y) = - ~e I  us(xi, y-s). 
Hence, the notion of quasi-equilibrium also extends the notion of generalized Nash equilibrium. 
Also, we recall that if C C_ R n is a closed convex cone, D is a subset of R n, L : C -* 2 c is a 
cone-valued multifunction, m : C --* C, h : C ~ D and ~ : C × D ~ R n are three single-valued 
maps, then the generalized complementarity problem 
x • m(x) +L(x) ,  O(x,h(x)) • L(x)* and (~(z ,h (x ) ) ,x -  m(x)) = 0 
(where i (x)*  = (y • R n : (y, z) >_ 0 Vz • L(x))) has a solution if and only if problem (2) has 
a solution, with S(x) = re(x) ÷ i (x ) ,  Tx  -- ~(x, h(x)) and f(x,  y) = (x, y) (see [35]). Thus, the 
quasi-equilibrium problem (2) is very general and unifying. We note that in both the previous 
examples one has S(C) C_ C. 
In [1], several nice existence results for problem (2) were derived, by assuming, in particular, 
the upper semicontinuity of the multifunction S. Our task in this paper, conversely, is to prove 
several existence results for problem (2) which do not involve the upper semicontinuity of S, but 
only the lower semicontinuity. This will be done in Section 3, while in Section 2 we give some 
notations and preliminaries. Finally, in Section 4, we show that some geometrical restrictions on 
the values of S assumed in Section 3 can be overcome if we strengthen the lower semicontinuity 
assumption on S. In this last section, the set C will be assumed to be a nonempty subset of a 
topological vector space. 
Before ending this section, in view of applications of our results to the existence of equilibria 
of generalized games, we want to note that, as well remarked in the introduction of [41], all the 
classical existence results (see [3,12,14,42-47]) typically assume both the lower and the upper 
semicontinuity of the feasible strategy multifunctions Fi. In this direction, we note that recently 
Tian and Zhou [41] have obtained nice existence results in which only the upper semicontinuity 
(and not the lower semicontinuity) is assumed. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Given two topological spaces U and V, a multifunction F : U --* 2 V is said to be lower 
semicontinuous in U if for each open ~ C_ V the set F-(~2) := (u • U : F(u) n ~ ~ 0} is open 
in U. The multifunction F is said to have open lower sections if for each v • V the set F -  ((v)) 
is open in U. Of course, if F has open lower sections, then F is lower semicontinuous. In the 
sequel, we shall write F- (v )  instead of F- ({v) ) .  
The multifunction F is said to be upper semicontinuous if the set F - (Q)  is closed in U for 
each closed Q c_ V. We recall that if F is upper semicontinuous with nonempty closed values, 
then the graph of F is closed. In particular, when U = V, the last fact implies that the set 
(u • U : u • F(u) )  is closed. For more details on multifunctions we refer to [48,49]. 
If A c_ B C_ R '~, we denote by A and intB(A) the closure of A and the interior of A in B, 
respectively. Also, if x0 • l:t n, A _C l:t n and r > 0, we put d(O,A) := infxcA Ilxll, B(x0, r) := 
(x • R~:  IIx - xoll < r}, B~ := B(O,r), and -Br := (x • Rn:  Ilxll <_ r).  
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Let X be a linear space over K, and let A _C X. We denote by aft(A) the affine hull of the 
set A. Namely, 
} aft(A) := A~x~ : m E N, A~ E K, A~ = 1, x~ e A . 
k i= l  i= l  
We recall that if x E A, then aft(A) = x + G, where G is the linear subspace of X spanned by 
A-x ,  
If X is a topological linear space and A c X, we denote by ri(A) the relative interior of A. 
Namely, we put ri(A) = int aff(A)(A). We recall that if A is a nonempty convex subset of R n, 
then ri(A) ¢ 0. The following proposition is stated in [50]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let D C_ I:t n be a nonempty dosed convex set, A C_ R n an open set such that 
A N D # 0. Then aff(A N D) = aft(D). 
Finally, if U is a topological space and h : U -~ R is a single-valued function, we say that h 
is lower semicontinuous if for each r e R the set {u E U : h(u) <_ r} is closed. We say that h is 
upper semicontinuous if -h  is lower semicontinuous. 
3. EX ISTENCE RESULTS 
We first observe the following fact. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let C C_ R n, D be a nonempty set, T : C --* D and f : C × D ~ R be two 
functions, S : C --~ 2 C be a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) C is nonempty, compact and convex; 
(ii) S is lower semicontinuous with nonempty convex values and the set E := {x E C : x E 
S(x)} is closed; 
(iii) for each x E C the function f ( . ,  Tx)  is quasi-convex; 
(iv) the multifunction q~ : C --* 2 C defined by setting 
• (x) = {v E S(x) :  f (x ,  Tz)  > f (v ,  Tx)} 
is lower semicontinuous. 
Then problem (2) has a solution. 
PROOF. We claim that there exists ~ E E such that ~(~) = 0. Arguing by contradiction, assume 
that ~(x) ¢ 0 for all x E E. Therefore, the multifunction • : C ~ 2 c defined by setting 
g2(x)= f~(x)  i fxEE  
I. S (x ) i fxEC\E  
has nonempty convex values. By [51, Lemma 2.3] the multifunction ~ is lower semicontinuous 
on C. By [52, Theorem 3.1'"] there exists a continuous ~b : C --* C such that ¢(x) E kg(x) 
for all x E C. Thus, by the Browder fixed point theorem, there exists x* E C such that 
x* = ¢(x*) E ~(x*). Since {x E C :  x E ~(x)} C_ E, we get x* • ECl~(x*) ,  and hence, in 
particular, we have f (x* ,Tx*)  > f (x* ,Tx*) ,  which is absurd. Therefore, there exists i • E 
such that ¢(5) = 0. That is, i • S( i )  and f(Yc, TYc) <_ f (v ,  T i )  for all v • S( i ) .  The proof is 
complete. I 
We note that the multifunction • defined in Lemma 3.1 comes from the interaction of f ,  T 
and S. At this point, it would be desirable to find conditions on S, disjoint from the ones assumed 
on f and T, such that assumption (iv) above is satisfied. In this direction, we observe that in 
general the intersection of two lower semicontinuous multifunctions i not lower semicontinuous, 
even if they have closed convex values and their intersection is nonempty (see [53,54]). Thus, from 
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the lower sere;continuity of the multifunctions S and A : x E C --* {v E C : f (v ,  Tx)  < S(x, Tx)},  
the lower sere;continuity of (I), in general, does not follow. However, if we make an additional 
requirement on the values of S, such an implication becomes true, as the following result shows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let C C_ R n, D be a nonempty set, T : C --* D and f : C x D --* R be two 
functions, S : C --~ 2 C be a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) C is nonempty, compact and convex; 
(ii) S is lower semicontinuous with nonempty convex values and the set E := {x E C : x E 
S(x)} is closed; 
(iii) for each x E C the function f ( . ,  Tx)  is quasi-convex; 
(iv) aft(s(x))  = aft(c) for all • e c; 
(v) for each x E C, the set {v E C : f (v ,  Tx) >_ f (x ,  Tx)} is closed; 
(vi) the multifunction A : C --* 2 C defined by setting 
= {v e C :  S(v, Tx) < 
is lower semicontinuous. 
Then problem (2) has a solution. 
PROOF. We claim that the multifunction (I) : C --* 2 C defined in the statement of Lemma 3.1 is 
lower semicontinuous. To prove our claim, let ~ be an open set in R n, and let ~, ~ E C such that 
E (I)(~:) Aft. Since by (v) the set (v E C : S(~,T~) > S(v, TYc)} is open in C, we can assume 
E ri(S(~)). By [6, Proposition 3], there exists a neighborhood U of ~ in C and p > 0 such that 
p) n aft(C) C n S(x). 
xEU 
Of course, we can assume B(O, p) C_ £/. By (vi), there is a neighborhood V of ~ in C such that 
A(x) M B(O, p) ~ 0 for all x E V. Put W = V M U. Of course, W is a neighborhood of ~ in C. 
Choose any x0 E W. Since x0 E V, there exists Y0 E A(x0) n B(~, p). Since x0 E U, A(x0) _C C 
and B(O,p) C f~, we have Y0 E A(x0) MS(xo) nf~ = ~(xo) Hi2. Therefore, W C_ (I)-(~). Since 
E ¢ - (~)  was arbitrary, it follows that (I) is lower semicontinuous. Thus, our claim follows from 
Lemma 3.1. 1 
In particular, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let C C_ R n, D be a nonempty set, T : C ~ D and f : C x D --* R be two 
functions, S : C -* 2 C be a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) C is nonempty, compact and convex; 
(ii) S is lower semicontinuous with nonempty convex values and the set E := {x E C : x E 
S(x)} is closed; 
(iii) aff(S(x)) = aft(C) for all x E C; 
(iv) for each z E C the set {z E C : f (z ,  Tx)  - f (z ,  Tx)  < 0} is closed; 
(v) for each x E C the set {v E C : f (x ,  Tx)  - f (v ,  Tx)  g 0} is closed; 
(vi) for each x E C the function f ( . ,  Tx) is quasi-convex. 
Then problem (2) has a solution. 
PROOF. By assumption (iv), the multifunction A : C --* 2 c defined in the statement of Theorem 
3.2 has open lower sections, and hence, it is lower semicontinuous. Thus, our conclusion is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2. I 
REMARKS. 
(i) It is easy to construct examples of multifunctions S satisfying the assumptions of Theo- 
rem 3.3 which are neither upper semicontinuous nor closed-va]ued. For instance, we can 
consider C = [0, 1] and S : [0, 1] --* 2[ °,11 defined by (see [49, Proposition 7.3.3]) 
[0,1[ i fxe[0 ,1 [  
]0,1] if x= l .  
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Similarly, if we put 
f [0, II if z E [0, ½[ 
S(x)  I [0,½] i fxE  [½,1] 
we have an example of a closed-valued multifunction S satisfying the assumptions of 
Theorem 3.3 which is not upper semicontinuous. 
(ii) Theorem 3.3 fails if we do not assume that the set {x E C : x E S(z)} is closed. To see 
this, it suffices to take C = [0, 1], D = R,  T(x)  = x, f (x ,y )  = xy, S(x)  - ]1 /4 ,3 /4 [ .  
COROLLARY 3.4. Let C be a nonempty compact convex set in R n, T : C -~ R n a single-valued 
function, S : C ~ 2 C a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) S is lower semicontinuous with nonempty convex values; 
(ii) the set {x E C :  x E S(x)} is closed; 
(iii) aff(S(x)) --- aft(C) for ali x E C; 
(iv) for each v E C the set {x E C : (Tz,  x - v) <_ 0} is closed. 
Then there exists 3c E C which solves the quasi-variational inequality 
5: E S(~?) and (T~, ~? - x) _< 0 for all x E S(~?). 
We note that  Corollary 3.4 extends [39, Theorem 3.1], where S(x) = C. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let C C_ R n, D be a nonempty set, T : C ~ D and f : C x D ~ R be two 
functions, S : C --~ 2 C be a multifunction. Assume that the assumptions (i), Oi), Oii), and (vi) 
of  Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. Moreover, assume that: 
(a) for each z E C, the function x ~ f (z ,  Tx)  is upper semicontinuous on C; 
(b) for each z E C, the function x -~ f (x ,  Tz)  is upper semicontinuous on C; 
(c) the function x -* f (x ,  Tx)  is lower semicontinuous on C. 
Then problem (2) has a solution. 
PROOF. Fix z E C. By (a) and (c), taking into account [3, Proposition 1.5], the function 
x ~ f (x ,  Tx )  - f ( z ,  Tx )  is lower semicontinuous on C, and hence, the set {x E C : f (x ,  Tx)  - 
f ( z ,  Tx )  < 0} is closed. Moreover, if x E C, by (b) the set {v E C : f (x ,  Tx)  - f (v ,  Tx)  < 0} is 
closed. By Theorem 3.3 our claim follows, l 
REMARK. Of course, conditions (a)-(c) of Corollary 3.5, and, a fortiori, conditions (iv) and (v) 
of Theorem 3.3, are satisfied if the function (z, x) --+ f (z ,  Tx)  is continuous on C x C. However, 
the converse implication is not necessarily true. To see this, take C = D = [-1,  1], e e]0, 1[, 
f (z,  z) = x%, 
0 i fxe[ -1 ,0 [  
T(z )  = 
e i fxE[0 ,1 ] .  
It is easily seen that conditions (a)-(c) of Corollary 3.5 are satisfied, and for each x 6 C the 
function f ( . ,  Tx )  is convex. However, the function (z, x) --~ f (z ,  Tx )  = z2Tx is not continuous 
on C x C. Also, we note that  f ( . ,  y) is not quasi-convex for all y E D. In particular, if one takes 
y = -1 ,  the function x ---* f (x , -1 )  = -x  2 is not quasi-convex on C. 
We now consider the case where the underlying set C is unbounded. First we observe the 
following fact. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of Ft n, D a nonempty set, T : C -~ D 
and f : C x D --~ BL two functions, S : C --* 2 c a multifunction, r > O. Assume that: 
(i) cr := c n ~r ¢ ¢; 
(ii) S has convex values and the multifunction x --+ S(x)  n B~ is lower semicontinuous on Cr 
with nonempty  values; 
(iii) the set {x E Cr : x E S(x)} is closed; 
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(iv) afi(S(x) n Br) = aff(Cr) for all x 6 Cr; 
(v) for each z 6 Cr the set {x 6 Cr : f (x,  Tx) - f (z,  Tx) < 0} is closed; 
(vi) for each x 6 Cr the set {v 6 Cr : f (x,  Tx) - f(v,  Tx) < 0} is closed; 
(vii) for all x 6 Cr the function f ( . ,  Tx) is convex. 
Moreover, assume that for each x 6 C, with x 6 S(x) and Iixi] = r, there exists u 6 S(x), with 
HuH < r, such that f(u, Tx) < S(x,Tx).  Then there exists ~ • C, with I]&]I <_ r, which solves 
problem (2). 
PROOF. By Theorem 3.3, there exists & • Cr such that ~ • S(~) and 
f(Sc, Tfc) <_ f(v, T:~) for all v • S(&) n Br. (3) 
We claim that f(&, T&) <_ f(v, T&) for all v • S(&). To see this, let v • S(&). We distinguish 
two cases. 
(a) II~[I < r. Thus, there exists A •]0, 1[ such that v~ := (1 - A)~ + Av • S(~) n Br. By (3), 
we have 
f (~,T~) <_ f(v~,T]:) S (1 -A)S(~,T~c) + Af(v,T~),  
and hence, f(~, T~c) <_ f(v, T~), as claimed. 
(b) ]1~]] = r. By assumption, there exists u • S(~), with llui] < r, such that f(u,T:~) < 
f(~,T~). By (3) we get S(u,T~) = f(~,T~).  Now, let # •]0,1[ be such that v, := 
(1  - #)u + #v • S(~) n Br. By (3) we have 
f (~,T~) < f (vz ,T~)  < (1 - #)f(u,T~) + #f(v ,T~)  = (1 - #)f(~,T~) + #f(v,T~),  
and hence, f(~, TSc) <_ f(v, T~), as claimed. 
This completes the proof. I 
Now we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of R n, D a nonempty set, 
T : C -+ D and f : C x D -* R two functions, S : C --+ 2 c a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) S is lower semicontinuous with nonempty closed convex values; 
(ii) the set E := {x • C : x • S(x)} is closed; 
(iii) aff(S(x)) = aft(C) for all x • C; 
(iv) for each z • C the set {x • C : f (x,  Tx) - f (z,  Tx) <_ O} is closed; 
(v) t:or each x • C the set {v • C : f (x,  Tx) - f(v,  Tx) <_ 0} is closed; 
(vi) for all x • C the function f ( . ,  Tx) is convex. 
Moreover, assume that there exists r > 0 such that: 
(vii) C n Br # @ and S(x) n Br # ~ for each x • C n -Br; 
(viii) for each x • C, with x • S(x) and [[x[[ = r, there exists u • S(x), with HuH < r, such that 
f(u, Tx) <_ f (x ,  Tx). 
Then there exists ~c • C, with [[211 <_ r, which solves problem (2). 
PROOF. We first observe that the multifunction x --* S(x)NBr is lower semicontinuous onCNBr. 
To see this, observe that, by (vii) and by convexity, for each x • C n Br  one  has 
S(x) n Sr  = S(x) n Br. (4) 
In fact, let x* • S(x) ABe, and let ~ • S(x) N Br. By [55, Theorem 1.11] we have ]~,x*[C_ 
Br n S(x), and hence, x* • "S(x) n B~. Therefore, (4) holds. Since Br is open, by (i) we have 
that the multifunction x --* S(x) n Br is lower semicontinuous on C n Br; hence, by (4) and 
[49, Proposition 7.3.3], the multifunction x ~ S(x) e B~ is lower semicontinuous on C n B~, as 
claimed. Now, let x • C n Br be fixed; by Proposition 2.1, taking into account assumptions 
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(iii) and (vii), we have aff(S(x) N Br) = aff(S(x)) = aft(C) and aff(C C/Br) = aft(C); hence, 
aff(S(x) A B~) = aft(C N Br) = aft(C). At this point, it is easy to see that all the assumptions of 
Lemma 3.6 are satisfied, and hence, our conclusion holds. I 
As a consequence, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let C be a nonempty dosed convex subset of  R n, D a nonempty  set, T : C --~ D 
and f : C x D --+ R two functions, S : C --~ 2 c a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) S is lower semicontinuous with nonempty closed convex values; 
(ii) the set E := {x E C : x E S(x)} is closed; 
(iii) aff(S(x)) -- aft(C) for all x E C; 
(iv) for each z C C the set {x E C : f (x ,  Tx)  - f ( z ,  Tx)  <_ 0} is closed; 
(v) for each x E C the set {v E C : f (x ,  Tx)  - f (v ,  Tx)  <_ 0} is closed; 
(vi) for all x E C the function f ( . ,  Tx)  is convex. 
Moreover, assume that there exists a nonempty compact set K C_ C such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(vii) S(z) N K ~: ~ for all x E C; 
(viii) for each z E C \  K ,  with x E S(x), there exists u E S (x )AK  such that f (u ,  Tx )  <_ f (x ,  Tx) .  
Then problem (2) has a solution. 
PROOF. Let r > 0 such that K C_ B~. I fx  is any vector in C such that x E S(x)  and [[x][ -- r, we 
have x ~ K; hence, by (viii), there is u E S(x)  n K c_ S(x)  n Br such that f (u ,  Tx )  <_ f (x ,  Tx) .  
Thus, all the assumptions of Theorem 3.7 are satisfied and our conclusion holds. I 
In particular, we have the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let C be a closed convex set in R '~, K a nonempty compact subset of  C, 
T : C --~ R n a single-valued function, S : C --~ 2 C a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) S is lower semicontinuous with nonempty closed convex values; 
(ii) the set {x E C :  x E S(x)} is closed; 
(iii) aff(S(x)) = aft(C) for all x E C; 
(iv) for each v E C the set {x E C : (Tx, x - v> <_ 0} is dosed; 
(v) s (x )  n K ¢ ~ for all z e c ;  
(vi) for each x E C \ K ,  with x e S(x),  there exists u E S(x)  N K such that 
(Tx, x - u) >_ O. 
Then there exists 3c E C which solves the quasi-variational inequality 
~? E S(hc) and (The, ~? - x) <_ 0 for all x E S(~). 
REMARK. We note that Corollary 3.9 extends [39, Theorem 3.6], as well as the finite-dimensional 
version of [16, Theorem 2b] (see [17, Lemma 3.1]) to the case of a nonconstant S. Moreover, 
Corollary 3.9 improves them by weakening the strict inequality assumed in the coercivity condi- 
tion. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let C be a nonempty dosed convex subset of  R n, K a nonempty  compact 
subset of C, D a nonempty set, T : C --* D and f : C x D --* R two functions, S : C --* 2 C a 
multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) S is lower semicontinuous with nonempty closed convex values; 
(ii) the set E := {x e C : x E S(x)} is compact; 
(iii) aff(S(x)) = aft(C) for all x E C; 
(iv) for each z E C the set {x E C :  f (x ,  Tx)  - f (z ,  Tx)  <_ 0} is closed; 
(v) for each x E C the set {v E C : f (x ,  Tx)  - f (v ,  Tx)  < 0} is closed; 
(vi) for ali x E C the function f ( . ,  Tx)  is convex; 
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(vii) S(x) n K # 0 for all x E C. 
Then problern (2) has a solution. 
PROOF. Let K ~ = KUE.  Since (C \K ' )ME = 0, all the assumptions ofTheorem 3.8 are satisfied 
and the conclusion follows. I 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of R n, D a nonempty set, T : 
C --* D and f : C x D --* R two functions, S : C ~ 2 c a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) S is lower semicontinuous with nonempty dosed convex values; 
(ii) the set E := {x E C : x E S(x)} is dosed; 
(iii) aff(S(z)) = aft(C) for all z E C; 
(iv) for each z E C the set {x E C : f (x,  Tx)  - f (z ,  Tx)  < 0}/s closed; 
(v) for each z E C the set {v E C : f (x,  Tx) - f(v,  Tx) <_ 0} is dosed; 
(vi) for all x E C the function f ( . ,  Tx) is convex; 
(vii) supxec d(0, S(z)) < +oo. 
Moreover, assume that there exists a vector z e NxeE S(x) such that 
lim (f(x,  Tx)  - f (z ,  Tx)) > O. 
xeE,Ilxll-*+oo 
Then problem (2) admits a solution. 
PROOF. Let r > 0 be such that r > max{supxe c d(0, S(x)), [[z[[} and 
f (z ,  Tz)  - f (z ,  Tz)  > 0 for all x 6 E with [[x[[ > r. 
If one puts K = C M Br, our claim follows easily from Theorem 3.8. I 
We now consider the general case where the multifunction S can take its values in the whole 
space R n. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let C C_ R n, D be a nonempty set, T : C --* D and f : R n x D --* R be two 
functions, S : C --* 2 R" be a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) C is nonempty, compact and convex; 
(ii) the multifunction x --~ S(x) M C is lower semicontinuous on C with nonempty values and 
each set S(X) is convex; 
(iii) the set E :-- {x E C : x E S(x)) is dosed; 
(iv) for each x E C the function f ( . ,  Tx) is convex; 
(v) the multifunction • : C -~ 2 c defined by setting 
O(x) = {v e S(x) N C : f (x,  Tx) > f(v,  Tx)} 
is lower semicontinuous. 
Moreover, assume that for each x E E there exists z E ints(x)(S(x) n C) such that f (z ,  Tx)  < 
f (x ,  Tx). Then problem (2) admits a solution. 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.1, there exists ~ E E such that 
f(:~, T~) <_ f(u,  T:c) for all u e S(~) Q C. (5) 
Now, fix x E S(~), and let z E ints(~)(S(~) n C) such that f(z,T:~) <_ f(~,T&). By (5) we get 
f (z ,T&) = f (~,T~).  Let A E]0, 1[ be such that (1 - A)z + Ax E S(~) M C. We have 
f(&, T&) ~ f((1 - A)z + Ax, T~) < (1 - )Of(z, T~) + Af (x ,T~)  = (1 - A)f(~, T&) + Af(x, T~), 
and hence, f(Yc, T~) <_ f (x,  T~), as desired. The proof is complete. I 
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In an analogous way, by using Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain the following special cases of 
Theorem 3.12, where the conditions assumed on S are disjoint from the ones assumed on f and T. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let C C R n, D be a nonempty set, T : C --* D and f : R n x D -* R be two 
functions, S : C --* 2 R" be a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) C is nonempty, compact and convex; 
(ii) the multifunction x --* S(x) N C is lower semicontinuous on C with nonempty va/ues and 
each set S(x) is convex; 
(iii) the set E := {x E C : x E S(x)} is closed; 
(iv) for each x E C the function f ( . ,  Tx)  is convex; 
(v) aft(S(z) n c)  = aft(C) for all z E C; 
(vi) for each x e C, the set {v e C : f (v,  Tx)  > f (x ,  Tx)} is closed; 
(vii) the multifunction A : C --* 2 C defined by setting 
A(x) = {v E C :  f (v ,  Tx)  < f (x ,  Tx)} 
is lower semicontinuous. 
Moreover, assume that for each x E E there exists z E ints(z)(S(x) N C) such that f (z ,  Tx)  < 
f (x ,  Tx) .  Then problem (2) admits a solution. 
THEOREM 3.14. Let C C_ R n, D be a nonempty set, T : C --* D and f : R n x D ~ R be two 
functions, S : C --* 2 R" be a multifunction. Assume that: 
(i) C is nonempty, compact and convex; 
(ii) the multifunction x --~ S(x) M C is lower semicontinuous on C with nonempty values and 
each set S(x) is convex; 
(iii) the set E := {x E C : x E S(x)} is closed; 
(iv) for each x E C the function f ( . ,  Tx) is convex; 
(v) ~(s(z )  n c )  = aft(c) for all • e c;  
(vi) for each x E C the set {v E C : f (x ,  Tx)  - f (v,  Tx)  <_ 0} is closed; 
(vii) for each z E C the set {x E C :  f (x ,  Tx)  - f (z ,  Tx)  <_ 0} is closed. 
Moreover, assume that for each x E E there exists z E ints(~)(S(x) M C) such that f (z ,  Tx)  < 
f (x ,  Tx).  Then problem (2) admits a solution. 
4. OPEN LOWER SECT IONS 
One of the basic assumptions in the results of Section 3 is that 
aff(S(x)) = aft(C) for all x E C. (6) 
Such an assumption has been made necessary in order to guarantee the lower semicontinuity of
the multifunction (I) (see Theorem 3.2). In this section we want to prove an existence result in 
which the above restriction is overcome by strengthening the lower semicontinuity assumption 
on the multifunction S. That is, we assume that S has open lower sections. Moreover, such an 
assumption will allow us to consider a more general setting (that is, C will be assumed to be a 
nonempty closed convex set in a topological vector space). Before giving the result, we observe 
the following simple fact. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let X ,  Y be topological spaces, ~, ~ : X ~ 2 Y two multifunctions, K a 
closed subset of X .  Assume that both ¢ and gt have open lower sections and ¢(x)  C ~(x)  for 
all x E X .  
Then the multifunction A : X -* 2 v defined by setting 
( ~(x) if  x E K 
h(x)= ~(z)  if z E X \ K 
has open lower sections. 
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PROOF. Fix y E Y. Assume that A-(y) ¢ 0, and let x E A-(y). We distinguish two cases. 
(a) x E X \ K. Hence, yE A(x) = ~(x). Let A = g-(y) n (X \ K). Of course, A is an open 
neighborhood f x in X and A C_ A- (y). 
(b) x E K. Hence, y E A(x) = ~)(x). Since @-(y) C_ A-(y) and ~-(y) is open, then A-(y) is 
a neighborhood f x E X. 
In any case, we have that A- (y) is a neighborhood f x in X. Since x was any point in A- (y) 
our claim follows easily. I 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X be a topological vector space, C a nonempty dosed convex subset of X ,  
D a nonempty set, T : C ~ D and f : C x D -+ R two functions, S : C ~ 2 C a multifunction. 
Assume that: 
(i) S has open lower sections and nonempty convex values; 
(ii) the set E := {x E C :  x E S(x)} is dosed; 
(iii) for each v E C the set {x E C : f (x,  Tx) - f(v,  Tx) < 0} is dosed; 
(iv) for each x E C the function f ( . ,  Tx) is quasi-convex. 
Moreover, assume that there exists a nonempty compact set K C_ C such that: 
(v) S(x) n K ¢ O for all x E C \ (K U E); 
(vi) for each x E E \ K, there ex/sts a vector u E S(x) n K such that 
f(u,  Tx) < f(x,  Tx). 
Then there exists ~ E C such that ~ E S(~) and f(~, T~) <_ f(x,  T~) for ali x E S(~). 
PROOF. Let A : C -~ 2 C be the multifunction defined by setting A(x) = {v E C : f (x ,  Tx) - 
f (v,  Tx) > 0). By assumptions (iii) and (iv) the multifunction A has open lower sections and 
convex values. Therefore, by [40, Lemma 2] (see also [56]) the multifunction ¢ : C --* 2 c defined 
by putting ~(x) = A(x )nS(x)  has open lower sections and convex values. Assume that ¢(x) ¢ 0 
for all x E E. Let • : C --~ 2 c be the nonempty and convex valued multifunction defined by 
putting 
S (i,(x) i f xEE  
~(x) 
S(x) i f xEC\E .  
By Proposition 4.1, the multifunction • has open lower sections. Now, let x E C \ K. If x ¢~ E, 
then by (v) we have @(x) n K = S(x) n K ¢ 0. If, conversely, x E E, then by (vi) we have 
again ~(x) n K = A(x) n S(x) n K ¢ 0. Therefore, by [40, Corollary 1], there exists x0 E C 
such that x0 E ~(x0). Since {x E C : x E ~(x)} C E, we get x0 E E n ¢(x0). In particular, we 
get f (xo,Txo)  - f (xo,Txo) > 0, which is absurd. Thus, there exists ~} E E such that @(~) = 0. 
That is, ~ e S(~) and f(~, T3c) <_ f(v, T~) for all v E S(~). The proof is complete. I 
REMARKS.  
(i) Of course, assumptions (v) and (vi) of Theorem 4.2 are automatically satisfied if C is 
compact, by taking K -- C. 
(ii) It is not difficult to provide an example of a multifunction S satisfying the assumptions 
of Theorem 4.2 which is not upper semicontinuous. To this aim, let C --- [0, 1] and 
S : [0, 1] --* 2 [°,1] be defined by 
S(x) = if x = 
1 1 1 [~,~] i fxE  ]~,1]. 
We notice that aft(S(1/2)) = {1/2} # aft([0, 1]) = R. 
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